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MARTIAN HIGHLAND TROUGHS: REGIONAL CONTROLS OF RUNOFF AND 
SEDIMENTATION. Rene A. De Hon, Department of Geosciences, Northeast Louisiana 
University, Monroe, LA 7 1209. 

Summary. Large and regionally important, troughs in the highland terrain of Mars provide 
natural pathways that channel fluids on the surface and are major loci of sediment accumulation. 

Introduction. The surface of Mars displays a variety of landforms of varylng scales. Valleys 
and channels range from the limit of Viking resolution to regional-scale troughs measured in 
hundreds of kilometers. Highland valley-like troughs are long, shallow, broad topographic 
depressions of regional proportions that originate within highland terrains and extend to lower 
elevations (Fig. 1). Some large troughs are obviously associated with flowing water; others have 
less certain origins and functions. Divides surrounding highland troughs define second-order 
subprovinces within hydrogeologic provinces [I]. 

Physiography and Surface Geology. Troughs head in highland terrain and generally 
terminate in lowland plains. Gradients along the axes of the troughs are on the order of 0.004. 
Some troughs exhibit a continuous, graded slope from head to lower elevations, but others are 
discontinuous and consist of interconnected basins. The total drop in elevation from beginning to 
end ranges from 1 to 5 km. Lengths range from 300 km to over 2000 km. Cross-trough relief is 
from 1 to 4 km with one trough which exhibits extreme relief near 9 km. Most troughs are broad, 
shallow depressions ranging in width from several 10's of km to greater than 100 km. Although 
many are single, linear to slightly sinuous, depressions, a few consist of low-order branching 
systems. 

The axes of some troughs are marked by channel and chaotic materials (Units Achp, Hchp, 
and related materials [2, 31). Other troughs are floored, in part or entirely, by plains-forming 
materials (Units As, Hpls, Hpl,, or Npl, [2, 3]), and some troughs exhibit no plains-forming 
materials of large areal distribution but are characterized by a patchy distribution of plains 
materials interspersed with furrowed highland terrains. 

Troughs are attributed to various origins and many troughs may be polygenic in origin. 
Certainly, some are highly modified by surface water flow in the trough axis. Some troughs, such 
as lower Mangala Valles and the Valles Marineris troughs, appear to be structurally controlled [4, 
51. Others, such as upper Maja Valles, are the result of intersections of slopes of differing 
orientation. Yet others, such as upper-most Mangala Valles, are formed by erosion of sills 
between adjacent topographic basins. 

Significance. Some highland troughs have served as topographic controls to water that 
reached the surface as either precipitation or ground water discharge. Troughs and their 
surrounding watersheds are natural funnels to direct surface runoff to lower elevations. Not all 
troughs have served as waterways, but where major outflows have occurred, they have been 
channeled by pre-existing topographic troughs. Where water has traversed a trough, erosion has 
modified it by cutting an axial channel that tends toward developing a continuous gradient. Thus, 
adjacent, shallow, closed basins became connected as spillover from one basin to the next eroded 
sills between basins. 

In addition, troughs provide functions other than simple "ready made" valleys for massive 
outflows. Troughs serve as loci of runoff and sedimentation, even without sufficient runoff to 
channel water down the center of the trough. Rather, slope wash and/or mass wasting may move 
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regolith materials toward trough axes. To the extent that surface topography controls the 
movement of ground water [6], troughs are natural sites of concentration of groundwater flow. 
Likewise, troughs might channel atmospheric flow as night time cooling produces down-slope 
mountain win&, and day time warming produces up-slope valley win& [7]. 

Troughs on the northern slope of the central highlands are more likely to exhibit evidence of 
channel formation; whereas, those on the southern slope are free from widespread modification by 
flowing water. This dichotomy of fluvial modification might reflect the presence of a wetter 
regime on the northern slope of the highlands and drier conditions on the southern half of the 
planet. 
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FIGURE 1. Hydrogeologic Provinces of Mars. Short dashed lines mark topographic divides and 
boundaries of provinces; solid contour lines are drawn at 5 km intervals; dashed contours of 
intermediate intervals show highest and lowest elevation of closure; dot-and-dash lines are 
drainage networks or channels; heavy-solid-lines with arrow are prominent topographic troughs 
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